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Bolt Toolkit

▪ Main Features: 
▪ Optimization and automation of bolt contacts and contact imprints.
▪ Build parametric rivets and bolts without CAD geometry in Mechanical including pre-tension. 
▪ Add your own custom bolt geometries including automatic pretension calculation.
▪ Evaluate rivet and bolt forces, utilization and fatigue according to Eurocode 3/AISC-360-16.

▪ Business Value: 
▪ Ansys unique automatic bolt creation replaces manual CAD work, meshing & contact setup.
▪ Ease of use and speedup. Create and evaluate hundreds of bolts in minutes instead of 

days.
▪ Automatic bolt report for each selected analysis.
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Save and Import Bolt Configuration

▪ Rivet, bolt and result objects can be reused between models and projects to speed 

up preparation and post processing. By using “Named Selections” the scooping is 

applied automatic.

▪ Save Bolt Configuration writes a text file in the current solution folder. 

All or selected rivet, bolt and result objects from the current analysis are exported.

The file can be used as a template for creating user defined bolt configurations.

▪ Import Bolt Configuration reads a bolt configuration file and creates all objects in 

the file unless an object with the same name already exists.

▪ The Save/Import option can be used to copy the bolt setup from a Structural 

analysis to a Thermal analysis or from one analysis to another.

It can also be used if the bolt configuration is defined outside of Mechanical or by 

another automation app/Wizard.
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Optimize Bonded Contacts

▪ Bonded face to face contacts can be optimized 

for bolt analysis by setting the smaller face as 

“Contact” and the larger face as “Target” and 

change behavior to “Asymmetric”.

▪ Select the “Connections” folder,  “Contacts” 

folders or individual “Contacts” and click the 

button “Optimize Bonded Contacts” to update all 

selected objects.

▪ An info message will show the number of 

selected contacts to optimize and how many that 

was updated.
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Create Bolt Contacts

▪ Managing contacts for large assemblies with 

many bolts is important to get consistent results.

▪ “Create Bolt Contacts” will create a “Bolt 

Contacts” Connection folder and create bonded 

contacts for all parts containing “bolt” in the 

name.

▪ Delete any existing duplicate bolt contacts in 

other contacts folders.

▪ The created contacts can be edited, e.g.

changed to frictional contact.

▪ Tip: Multi-select parts  in Geometry group and 

press “F2” to rename.
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Bolt Contacts Match

▪ For tetrahedron meshed parts the bolt contacts 

match can be used to create a “Bolt Contacts 

Match” folder in Mesh Edit and create 

corresponding mesh imprint for the bolt contacts.

▪ The mesh imprint will improve the contact 

calculation as the contact and target mesh will 

match.

▪ This is an easy alternative instead of using 

“Inflation” around the bolt holes.
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Rivets

▪ A rivet is a simplified joint element that can 

connect parts without pretension and can take 

both forces and moments.

▪ Rivets can be used instead of bolts and contacts 

to connect parts locally at each bolt hole.

▪ To create rivets, select a group of hole edges, 

select a material, shaft/head diameter and max 

thickness.

▪ The rivets are visualized with a disc for the head 

and a green line for the shaft and an id number 

at each interface.

▪ The head behavior can be “Rigid”, “Deformable” 

or “User”.
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Special Pretension Features

▪ Recommended Pretension Force

▪ Based on the selected materials “Tensile Yield Strength” or “Tensile Ultimate 
Strength” from Engineering Data the recommended pretension force can be 
automatically calculated based on the selected bolt shaft diameter and code. 

▪ This feature allows you to easily change bolt dimension and have the correct 
pretension applied automatically.

▪ Sequential Bolt Pretension

▪ For detailed pretension analysis the order of bolt pretension can easily be 
studied with the sequential bolt pretension feature without needing to create 
several bolt pretension objects.

▪ To set up sequential pretension define the geometry scoping in the order you 
want them to be pretensioned. The selected scoping order is the same as the 
bolt “Id” displayed on each bolt in the graphics window.

▪ The “Load Step Apply, Lock and Embedding” is then defined using a list 
syntax for incrementing the load step number when the load is applied.

▪ Pretension Type

▪ For large deformation analysis the pretension type must be changed to 
“MPC184” to avoid constraint forces and moments in the bolt shaft due to 
global rotations.
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Bolts Pretension

▪ For custom bolt geometries the “Bolts Pretension” 

can be used to apply material, pretension force and 

post process according to Eurocode 3.

▪ Select a group of cylindrical faces to apply the 

pretension. The shaft diameter is retrieved.

▪ The material can be modified by selecting from the 

material list of standard bolt materials and available 

Engineering Data materials.

▪ The pretension can be calculated based on the shaft 

diameter and selected code.

▪ The pretension force normal and bolt id number is 

plotted on the geometry.
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Simplified Bolts

▪ Simplified bolts can model bolt joints with pretension 

with a minimum of added degrees of freedom (DOF).

▪ The bolts uses beam elements and constraint 

equations at the head/thread to connect to the parts.

▪ The head/thread behavior can be “Rigid”, 

“Deformable” or “User”.

▪ To create simplified bolts, select a group of hole edges 

for the head and group of edges/faces for the 

nut/thread. Select a material, shaft/head diameter and 

define the pretension.

▪ The bolts are visualized with a disc for the head and a 

green line for the shaft.

▪ Both solid and shell parts can be used.
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Advanced Bolts

▪ Advanced bolts can model bolt joints with pretension 

with best possible accuracy including frictional 

contacts, thread interaction and non-linear material.

▪ The bolt geometry is based on parameter tables and is 

visualized as a green solids. 

Additional bolt tables can be added by the user.

▪ The bolts uses solid elements and contacts at the 

head/thread to connect to the parts.

▪ To create advanced bolts, select a group of hole edges 

for the head and group of edges/faces for the 

nut/thread. Select a material, bolt dimension and 

define the pretension. 

▪ The bolt pretension can be calculated from bolt torque 

based on the friction coefficients and bolt geometry.

▪ Both solid and shell parts can be used.
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Advanced Bolts, Thread Mesh Sizing

▪ The number of element divisions can be defined for advanced bolts in the range from 16 to 48.

▪ A thread mesh sizing can be defined that is linked to the element divisions and thread pitch size, P.

▪ A thread start offset can be defined to elongate the bolt shaft into the thread hole.

phi = 360/32 = 11.25°

P(D=12mm) = 1.75mm
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Child Setup

▪ The Child Setup let you re-use the rivet and bolt setup from one linked parent analysis.

▪ This will make solution combination of bolt results possible both for “Grouped Results” and fatigue loads 

using “Solution Combination” or “Solution Scanning”.
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Rivets Result

▪ Rivets results evaluate forces and moments in each rivet 

section.

▪ Rivet utilization factor, Uf, can be post processed according to 

Eurocode 3.

▪ Results are plotted on the geometry and listed in csv files 

used by the “Bolt Report” feature.
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Bolts Result
▪ Bolts results evaluate forces and moments at head, mid or thread shaft section in all bolts.

▪ Bolt utilization factor, Uf, can be post processed according to Eurocode 3 or AISC 360-16.

▪ Results are plotted on the geometry and listed in csv files used by the “Bolt Report” feature.

Shear/Sliding 

Force vectors
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Bolts Fatigue
▪ Bolt fatigue life and damage can be post processed according to Eurocode 3 or user defined S-N curves.

▪ Results are plotted on the geometry and listed in csv files used by the “Bolt Report” feature.

▪ If using the “Child Setup” the load case can be defined from results in linked analyses.
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Bolts Cumulative Fatigue

▪ The total damage from a duty cycle can be evaluated using Bolts Cumulative Fatigue.

▪ Each individual event (load case with number of cycles) is defined using the Bolts Fatigue object and 

then grouped in the model tree together with the Bolts Cumulative Damage result object.
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Child Result
▪ The Rivets/Bolts Child Result let you select a parent result and plot a different result item 

(and/or time/set number) while keeping all other settings the same as in the parent result. 

▪ This result object does not output any summary tables to the bolt report since they are 

listed for the parent result object. When clearing and edit the parent the children are 

updated as well.
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Grouped Result
▪ Grouped Rivet/Bolt Strength/Fatigue result combine many results within the 

same group in the model tree or from selected results from different analyses 

using the Solution Editor into one plot.

▪ The results absMax, Max or Min results can be evaluated to see the overall max 

from several load cases.
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Mesh Result

▪ FE-based results for rivets and bolts can be easily plotted using the predefined items in the 

drop-down menu “Mesh Results” (since there is no geometry associated with the bolt and rivet 

objects).
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Worksheet Preview
▪ The “Worksheet Preview” is a feature in the Report 

Generator app that displays all details of a bolt object 

including the result summary tables in the “Worksheet” 

window. (Report Generator license is not needed.)

▪ This feature is useful to look at the design values and 

different result items in the summary tables.
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Bolt Report
▪ A HTML formatted report of all rivets, bolts and results including any comments, figures and images is created with 

a click on “Bolt Report” using the Report Generator app. (Report Generator license is not needed.)

▪ The report can be imported to Microsoft Word (Insert>Text from File…). 
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Bolt Settings

▪ The Bolt Toolkit has a new easy to use “Bolt Settings” 

object to customize general settings in the app.

▪ Bolt/Rivet codes and FAT-class S-N curves are also fully 

editable.

▪ Changes made can be saved as new app default values.
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EDRMedeso licensing features

▪ You may open a Workbench project without the app license being checked out.

▪ You may also open Mechanical without the app license being checked out.

(This allows the model to be shared with people without access to the app or license. 

Just make sure to “Save Binary Extension with Project”, see “WB>Tools>Options…>Extensions” below.)

▪ You may activate the app license to reserve it for your continuous use. “Check Out License”

▪ You may release the app license from the current Mechanical session to use it in another session within the same 

project or a different project or by a different user. “Check In License”

▪ You may check the status of available licenses and who is using the license. “Check License Status”

▪ The app license is automatically checked out when evaluating a feature during solve or post processing.

▪ If the license is not available a warning message is displayed in Mechanical.
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References

▪ Bolt and rivet utilization calculation according to:

Eurocode 3: EN 1993-1-8:2005. Design of steel structures - Part 1-8: Design of joints 
[Authority: The European Union Per Regulation 305/2011, Directive 98/34/EC, Directive 
2004/18/EC]

AISC 360-16: Specification for Structural Steel Builds, July 7 2016.
American Institute of Steel Construction, 130 East Randolph Street, Suite 2000, Chicago, 
Illinois 60601-6204

▪ Bolt fatigue calculation according to:

Eurocode 3: EN 1993-1-9:2005. Design of steel structures - Part 1-9: Fatigue 
[Authority: The European Union Per Regulation 305/2011, Directive 98/34/EC, Directive 
2004/18/EC]
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Thank You!
Magnus Gustafsson

magnus.gustafsson@edrmedeso.com
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